MISMOUNTAINBOYS is a historical band of the Italian country background, founded in 2005 and which has held
more than 700 live concerts and self produced 7 albums to its name!
Well known and renewed both in Italy and abroad, MISMOUNTAINSBOYS performs with an engaging and unique
way different types of styles and sonorities: starting from the quick and aggressive bluegrass to singer-songwriter
songs of Texan origin, from the most famous classic country hits to the western ballads, from the hillbilly to the
folks protest songs. The main feature of our approach is the great flexibility and versatility of our repertoire, which
can be tailored from time to time to meet the requests and organizational needs of every event (such as themed
exhibitions, cultural events, countryside festivals etc…).
Our performances are rigorously live and carried out without the use of any external pre-recorded accompaniments.
The band has its own amplification audio system. Our exhibitions have a great choreographic impact, which
together with the professionalism of the members, creates a dynamic and entertaining show.
RECORD MAKING
Up until now the group has published the following CDs:
BACK TO TRADITIONS (2006)
THE OLD HOME PLACE (2007)
SPAGHETTI WESTERN CAFÉ (2008)
NOTHING TO HIDE (2010)
ACROSS THE COUNTRY (2014)
PICKIN’ STRINGS (2017)
LONESOME TRAVELLIN’ (2017)
COUNTRY REBIRTH (2022)
ARENA WESTERN HALL (2022)

The record making of the band MISMOUNTAINSBOYS is on the radio programming on the main national radios
dedicated to the country music, on some European radios and also streaming online in the United States.

BAND’S MEMBERS

The band is composed by four members and a female lead vocal. The instruments used are banjo, mandolin,
acoustic guitar, harmonica and contrabass. The group collaborates often with national experts, awarded and
renewed abroad.
A live exhibition can be also executed with a reduced team (2 or 3 members).

•

Fabio the “Cowboy Smile”: upright bass & back vocal;

•

Isabella the “Belle Star”: guitar, mandolin & lead vocal;

•

Tarcisio “911”: guitar, harp, bagpipe;

•

Michele "Mike H Biker": 5 strings banjo, guitar & voice;

For further information and contacts, please contact:

Isabella Saradini
+ 39 348 2205612
i.saradini@hotmail.com

mismountainboys.it

